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Attachment 8
Report Considered by City Council on September 28, 2015: College
Drive Classification

College Drive Classification
Recommendation
That the Standing Policy Committee on Transportation recommend to City Council:
That the additional access point from College Drive into the Brighton
neighbourhood be configured as outlined in this report.

Topic and Purpose
The purpose of this report is to outline the transportation access strategy for the
Brighton neighbourhood, including information on whether a grade separation is
required at the Brighton neighbourhood access on College Drive, located between the
Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) overpass and McOrmond Drive. A revised
configuration for the interchange at McOrmond Drive and College Drive, along with a
cost estimate, is included.
Report Highlights
1.
The Administration uses forecasted population horizons of 400,000 and 500,000
to design future infrastructure needs. Individual intersection operation is
evaluated in terms of the Level of Service (LOS) and volume to capacity for the
operations of an intersection.
2.
The proposed at-grade intersection on College Drive will provide an important
connection to the Brighton neighbourhood now and in the future, without the
need for a grade separation.
3.
Traffic signal control technology is used to maximize the efficiency and safety of
signalized intersections.
4.
The configuration of the McOrmond Drive and College Drive interchange has
been revised to provide a higher level of service to neighbourhoods north of
College Drive.
5.
A funding plan has been developed for the revised interchange which results in
development paying for 100% of the interchange.
Strategic Goals
This report supports the Strategic Goal of Moving Around by creating “complete
communities” in new neighbourhoods that feature greater connectivity, both internally
and externally. It also supports the long-term goal to develop an integrated
transportation network that is practical and useful for vehicles, transit, bikes and
pedestrians.
Background
Access to the Holmwood Sector is limited by the CPR line that runs the length of the
southwest sector boundary and the future perimeter highway alignment which currently
bounds the east and southeast edge of the sector. The approved Holmwood Sector
Plan specifies seven access/egress locations for Holmwood which is estimated, at full
ROUTING: Transportation & Utilities Dept. – SPC on Transportation – City Council
September 14, 2015 – File No. TS 6330-1
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build-out, to have a population that exceeds 73,000 people and employ nearly 18,500
people.
Since the Holmwood Sector Plan was developed, the City adopted a Strategic Plan and
initiated the Growing Forward! Shaping Saskatoon project. Both of these initiatives and
the Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 8769 promote a high degree of connectivity
within and between neighbourhoods.
City Council at its meeting held on March 23, 2015, approved a report from the General
Manager, Transportation & Utilities Department to change the classification of College
Drive, between the CPR tracks and the city limits, to Urban Expressway in order to
improve connectivity into the Holmwood Sector and resolved, in part:
“3.
That, before the intersection goes forward with respect to the
additional access point into the Brighton neighbourhood, the matter
be referred to the Standing Policy Committee on Transportation to
look at whether a grade separation is required.”
City Council, at its meeting held on June 22, 2015, approved a report from the Chief
Financial Officer/General Manager of Asset and Financial Management which outlined
the funding plans for interchanges at Highway 16/Boychuk Drive and McOrmond
Drive/College Drive. Council resolved, in part:
“3.
That the funding strategy for the interchange at McOrmond Drive
and College Drive be approved in principle and details brought
forward once negotiations with Dream Developments have been
completed.”
Report
Transportation Planning Approach
Transportation planning work is ongoing for the segment of College Drive between the
CPR overpass and Zimmerman Road. This work is being completed in conjunction with
the Owner’s Engineer work on the McOrmond Drive interchange and the developer’s
work planning the Brighton neighbourhood including the remainder of the Holmwood
Sector. Traffic forecasts based on population and employment projections have been
generated for future city populations of 400,000 and 500,000, which are being used to
design infrastructure to accommodate future needs. Opportunities to stage future needs
are also considered.
The transportation access strategy for the Brighton neighbourhood includes an
additional access point along College Drive, construction of an interchange at
McOrmond Drive and College Drive, and extension of 8th Street East as a six-lane
Arterial roadway, including the construction of an overpass across the CPR tracks. A
high level of connectivity is also planned within the Holmwood Sector.
Intersection Analysis Results
Transportation engineering practice measures the capacity of an intersection in terms of
LOS, and volume to capacity (v/c ratio). The LOS is based on average delay to a driver,
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the longer a driver has to wait, the poorer the LOS. LOS can be expressed for either the
entire intersection, or an individual movement.
The v/c ratio is a mathematical equation with the ‘volume’ representing either actual or
forecasted traffic volumes, and the ‘capacity’ representing a hard number based on the
width of lane, speed of the road, grade of the road, etc. The v/c ratio is expressed for an
individual movement only, and a value of 1.0 represents ‘at capacity’ and, although
other considerations must be considered before recommendations are generated, it
does provide an excellent method to measure the operations of an intersection.
An evaluation of the projected traffic volume at the Brighton neighbourhood access
point along College Drive has been completed. The table below shows the projected
operations at three different planning horizons:
Intersection: Brighton
Access / College Drive
Opening Day
400k Scenario
500k Scenario
1
2

1

LOS
A
B
C

Weekday Peak Hour
AM
PM
2
v/c ratio
LOS
v/c ratio
0.80
B
0.95
0.86
B
0.75
0.95
B
0.97

The LOS shown represents the entire intersection
The v/c ratio shown is for the movement at the highest capacity

The intersection into the Brighton neighbourhood will provide an eastbound right-turn
and in the future, will require a northbound left-turn. The intersection may also be used
to provide access during construction of the interchange at McOrmond Drive. The
intersection will be designed to maintain free flow westbound traffic as shown in
Attachment 1. When the northbound left-turn out of Brighton is put into operation in the
future, eastbound traffic on College Drive will be subject to a new traffic signal which will
enable the left-turn out of Brighton. Peak eastbound traffic occurs in the PM, while the
peak left-turn traffic out of Brighton will occur in the AM.
Based on the projected traffic demands, an at-grade intersection will operate adequately
and a grade separation is not warranted.
Intersection Control Technology
The current approach to signal timings, which adheres to accepted traffic engineering
practices, includes designing traffic signal timings based on existing traffic volumes.
Intersection traffic counts are conducted, and traffic engineering software is used to
determine the appropriate signal timings for a specific location. Weekday peak hour
traffic volumes vary slightly from day to day, but typically not enough to warrant specific
timing settings for different week days. However, it is common practice to change signal
timing plans throughout the day (AM, PM, and off-peak times) and on weekends as the
peak hours’ shift. Real-time vehicle sensors that advise and guide signal timing plans is
an existing technology, and the City commonly uses this technology to activate the
left-turn arrows and green light on side streets. As an example, vehicle detectors on the
minor street will input a call for minimum green time and subsequently extend the green
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interval for additional vehicles. As soon as traffic on the minor street clears, the signal
reverts back to green on the major street. The objective is to minimize the interruption of
traffic on the major street while providing adequate service to the minor street. All
signals outside the downtown core, including all the intersections on College Drive,
operate on this principle.
As development progresses, the Administration will continue to monitor and implement
traffic signal control technology where appropriate, with a goal of maximizing the
westbound and eastbound traffic flow on College Drive.
Interchange Configuration
As the design of the Holmwood Sector progresses, more detailed information of the
traffic demands has become available to update the projected operation of the
interchange at McOrmond Drive and College Drive. As a result, a modification to the
previously approved configuration is being recommended. The revised configuration
includes a free flow loop in the south east quadrant as shown in Attachment 2. This loop
provides a superior connection for vehicles traveling eastbound, who wish to access
McOrmond Drive north of College Drive.
Funding Plan
The original phasing of the transportation infrastructure for the Holmwood Sector was to
construct an overpass across the CPR tracks on 8th Street, followed by construction of
an interchange at McOrmond Drive and College Drive. Given the growth in the
University Heights Sector, the need for an interchange at McOrmond Drive and College
Drive has become a priority, resulting in a change in strategy, with the McOrmond Drive
interchange now proceeding before the CPR overpass.
The estimated cost of the revised interchange at McOrmond Drive and College Drive is
$52.5 Million. The original funding plan, as outlined in the neighbourhood concept plan,
included contributions from the developers of Brighton and the Holmwood Surburban
Centre, the Interchange Levy, leaving the City responsible for contributing up to 22% of
the cost of the interchange. The Administration has negotiated a revised funding plan
which eliminates the City’s direct contribution, funding the interchange completely from
development. The revised funding plan is outlined below:
x
x
x
x

23.73% Brighton Developers
16.78% west portion of Holmwood Suburban Centre Developers
30.39% remaining Holmwood Sector Developers
29.1% Interchange Levy

Dream Asset Management Corporation (Dream), which represents 60% of the lands
within the Brighton development and 100% of the western portion of the Suburban
Centre will pay the City 31.01% of the costs of the interchange ($16.28 Million) upon
construction of the interchange, up to a maximum of $17.91 Million. If the costs of the
interchange exceed $57.75 Million once tendered, the remaining portion of the
Suburban Centre will be responsible for the excess costs, up to 40.5% of the total cost
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of the interchange. In addition, Dream will also pay the City their portion of the costs of
the CPR overpass ($5.46 Million), to be used for construction of the McOrmond Drive
and College Drive interchange. This arrangement will result in a minimum of
$21.74 Million of the $52.5 Million interchange cost available from the developers upon
construction. Since the remaining costs are funded through levies from future
development, the City will borrow funds to provide the necessary cash flow, to be repaid
as development in the sector progresses.
Options to the Recommendation
Should City Council wish to ensure flexibility in constructing an interchange at this
intersection in the future, both the Brighton neighbourhood and McOrmond Drive
interchange will need to be re-designed. The Administration does not recommend this
option since the projected traffic volumes at the 500k population indicate that the
intersection will operate sufficiently. The impacts of pursuing this option are as follows:
x
The grade required for the structure would extend further into the Brighton
neighbourhood than the first intersection triggering the re-design of at least two
crescents inside the neighbourhood;
x
The development of ramps and side-slopes would have private property impacts
in the Arbor Creek neighbourhood;
x
The grade of the interchange would be above the existing berms and walls
increasing the traffic noise in the Arbor Creek neighbourhood;
x
The eastbound and westbound McOrmond Drive interchange ramps would not
be adequately separated from the proposed ramps to function acceptably, this
could be mitigated by introducing a collector-distributor configuration along
College Drive for the McOrmond Drive and Brighton neighbourhood
interchanges, increasing costs;
x
Implementing a collector-distributor configuration would delay the delivery of the
McOrmond Drive interchange while the segment of College Drive from the CPR
overpass to Zimmerman Road is re-planned and designed, increasing costs; and
x
The westbound ramp from an interchange at this location would terminate on the
upslope of the CPR rail overpass triggering significant upgrades to that overpass
and embankment, increasing costs.
Constructing an interchange would have significant financial implications with limited
benefits to traffic flows compared to the operation of an at-grade intersection.
A partial interchange may cost upwards of $30 Million given the physical constraints at
this location.
Public and/or Stakeholder Involvement
In 2013, the functional plan for the College Drive and McOrmond Drive interchange was
presented at a public open house. The feedback at that time focused on the desire to
expedite the construction of the interchange and the desire to retain a free flow
movement for southbound traffic. No information related to the re-classification of
College Drive was presented at that time. Additional stakeholder and public involvement
would occur as a result of the Holmwood Sector Plan and Brighton Neighbourhood
Concept Plan amendment process.
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Communication Plan
Information regarding the McOrmond Drive interchange will be made available on the
City’s website. As that project progresses, specific information, including any
construction or traffic flow impacts, will be shared via the City’s Daily Road Report, the
City Service Alerts (saskatoon.ca/service-alerts), the online construction map
(saskatoon.ca/constructionmap) and through advertisements and public service
announcements as appropriate.
Financial Implications
The estimated cost of the McOrmond Drive and College Drive interchange is $52.5
Million and will be fully funded by development. However, due to the timing of the
collection of development levies based on lot sales and the corresponding developer
contributions to the project, borrowing will be required to provide the necessary cash
flow to complete the project and repaid using the future developer contributions.
Other Considerations/Implications
There are no policy, environmental, privacy, or CPTED considerations or implications.
Due Date for Follow-up and/or Project Completion
The amendment to the Holmwood Sector Plan is planned for mid-2016. The timing of
construction of the McOmrond Drive and College Drive interchange is dependent on
approval of senior government funding for the interchange at Boychuk Drive and
Highway 16, as the two projects will be combined into one contract. If funding approval
is obtained by the end of 2015, procurement will begin in early 2016, with contract
award by fall 2016. The two interchanges will be operational in 2018.
Public Notice
Public Notice pursuant to Section 3 of Policy No. C01-021, Public Notice Policy, is not
required.
Attachments
1.
Brighton Intersection Concept Geometrics
2.
McOrmond Drive and College Drive Interchange Configuration
Report Approval
Written by:
Reviewed by:
Approved by:

Jay Magus, Engineering Manager, Transportation
Angela Gardiner, Director, Transportation
Jeff Jorgenson, General Manager, Transportation & Utilities
Department

TRANS JM – College Drive Classification.docx
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McOrmond Drive

McOrmond Drive and College Drive Interchange Configuration
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Community Services Department
To:

Municipal Planning Commission Members

From: Lesley Anderson, Project Manager
Growing Forward! Shaping Saskatoon

Re:

Date:

February 2, 2016

Phone:

306-975-2650

Our File:

PL 4110-12-7

Growth Plan Summit

Background
The Growth Plan to Half a Million (Growth Plan) was born out of the Saskatoon Speaks
visioning process and is a key initiative to meet the goals and objectives laid out in the
City of Saskatoon’s (City) Strategic Plan in the areas of Sustainable Growth and Moving
Around.
Development of the Growth Plan began in 2013 with award of the contract to Urban
Systems Ltd. for the Transit Plan; Rapid Transit Business Case; Core Area Bridge
Strategy; and the Nodes, Corridors, and Infill Plan. Supporting initiatives include the
Employment Area Study, Water and Sewer servicing, Financing Growth, Transportation
Network, as well as the Active Transportation Plan.
Four rounds of major public engagement have occurred during the development of the
Growth Plan. The feedback received throughout the engagement process from
members of the public and stakeholders has been used alongside technical evaluations
to help shape the final recommendations contained in the Growth Plan.
Growth Plan Summit
In advance of requesting final consideration of the Growth Plan, the Administration will
be presenting the key directions of the Growth Plan’s major initiatives in a Growth Plan
Summit event. Along with presentations from the Administration on the major initiatives,
this event will also include a presentation by Mr. Jarrett Walker, author of the book
Human Transit, regarding transit planning principles and the recommendations for
Saskatoon Transit included in the Growth Plan. Following these topics, stakeholders
and members of the public will be invited to provide comments to Committee on the
Growth Plan.
The Growth Plan Summit will be held at the regularly scheduled March 14, 2016
meeting of the Governance and Priorities Committee. See Attachment 1 for the draft
agenda. The format will be based on separate administrative reports to Committee on
major initiatives of the Growth Plan and questions from Committee to the
Administration. Following the presentations, time will be allowed for consideration of
speakers from the public and written submissions.
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Community Services Department

February 5, 2016
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An invitation to the Growth Plan Summit for all members of the Municipal Planning
Commission is attached to this memo (see Attachment 2).
Final Growth Plan Package
Following the Summit, an update report will be brought to the Municipal Planning
Commission at the March 29 meeting.
The final Growth Plan will be brought forward to the Governance and Priorities
Committee and City Council for consideration and approval, in principle, in April 2016.
Attachments
1.
Draft Growth Plan Summit Agenda
2.
Growth Plan Summit Invitation
LA:ks
cc:

Alan Wallace, Director, Planning and Development

Memo17
randum

ATTACHMENT 1

Growth Plan Summit Agenda
Monday, March 14, 2016
Governance and Priorities Committee – Special Agenda
2 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Time

Phase 6 Growth Plan - Event Agenda

1:00 – 2:00

Regular Committee Agenda

2:00 – 2:20

Overall Context for the Growth Plan (20 minutes)
 What’s at Stake?
 Framework for Growth

2:20 – 3:00

Transportation Presentation (40 minutes)
 Transportation Network Priorities
 Future River Crossing Capacity
Question and Answer

Representative

Alan Wallace
John Steiner

Angela Gardiner

3:00 - 3:15

Break (15 minutes)

3:15 – 3:55

Active Transportation Presentation (40 minutes)
 Principles of the Active Transportation Plan
 Draft Recommendations
 Implementation
Question and Answer

Alan Wallace

Corridor Growth Presentation (40 minutes)
 Zoning- and Transit-Oriented Development
Guidelines
 Principles and Engagement Process
Question and Answer

Lesley Anderson

3:55 – 4:35

4:35 – 5:55

Transit Presentation (1 hour, 20 minutes)
 Introduction
 Jarrett Walker Presentation and Questions (1 hour)
 Long-Term Transit Plan
Question and Answer

5:55 – 6:30

Supper Break (35 minutes)

6:30 – 6:40

Summary of Discussion (10 minutes)

6:40 – 11:00
(as necessary)

Public Comment
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Jim McDonald
Jarrett Walker

Alan Wallace

Attachment #2

GROWTH PLAN SUMMIT

at Governance and Priorities Committee
Monday, March 14, 2016
City Council Chambers, City Hall
222 3rd Avenue North
The development of the City of Saskatoon’s Growth Plan to Half a Million (Growth Plan) is nearing completion!
In advance of requesting a final decision on the Growth Plan, the Administration will be presenting the key directions
of the plan in a public Growth Plan Summit event as part of City Council’s Governance and Priorities Committee
meeting on Monday, March 14, 2016. Along with presentations from the Administration, the Summit will also
include a presentation by Mr. Jarrett Walker, author of the book Human Transit, regarding transit planning principles
and the recommendations for Saskatoon Transit included in the Growth Plan.
Following these topics, stakeholders and members of the public will be invited to provide comments on the Growth
Plan to Committee. It’s important for members of City Council and the Administration to hear your perspective. Formal requests
to speak at Committee can be made via the City’s website at www.saskatoon.ca/write-letter-councilcommittees.
AGENDA
2:00 - 2:20 p.m.

Overall Context for the
Growth Plan

4:35 – 5:55 p.m.

Transit Presentation - including Jarret Walker,
author of the book Human Transit

2:20 – 3:00 p.m.

Transportation Presentation

5:55 – 6:30 p.m.

Supper Break

3:00 – 3:15 p.m.

Break

6:30 – 6:40 p.m.

Summary of Discussion

3:15 – 3:55 p.m.

Active Transportation Plan
Presentation

6:40 – 11:00 p.m. Formal Requests to Speak
(via City’s website)
(as time allows)

3:55 – 4:35 p.m.

Corridor and Strategic
Growth Presentation

Open Public Comment
(without prior request)

PHOTO: TOURISM SASKATOON

The Summit will be broadcast live on the City’s website at
www.saskatoon.ca/city-hall/city-council-boards-committees/council/live-video.

Learn more and get involved
19 at www.growingfwd.ca

Discretionary Use Application – Tavern (Brew Pub) – 229 20th Street
West
Recommendation
That a copy of this report be forwarded to City Council recommending that at the time of the
public hearing, the application submitted by 9 Mile Legacy Brewing requesting permission to
operate a tavern at 229 20th Street West be approved, subject to the following conditions:
1.

That the applicant obtain a Development Permit and all other relevant permits and
licenses (including a building permit and business license); and

2.

That the final plans submitted be substantially in accordance with the plans submitted in
support of this Discretionary Use Application.

Topic and Purpose
The purpose of this report is to consider a Discretionary Use Application from 9 Mile Legacy
Brewing to operate a tavern at 229 20th Street West. The tavern will be operated as a brew
pub that will manufacture and serve alcohol in accordance with the Alcohol Control
Regulations under the Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority.
Report Highlights
1.
The tavern (brew pub), proposed at 229 20th Street West, meets all relevant Zoning
Bylaw No. 8770 (Zoning Bylaw) requirements.
2.

The proposal is not anticipated to significantly impact the surrounding land uses.

Strategic Goal
This application supports the City of Saskatoon’s (City) Strategic Goal of Economic Diversity
and Prosperity as it provides an opportunity for business growth in an existing commercial
building.
Background
The property located at 229 20th Street West is a commercial building located in the Riversdale
neighbourhood and is zoned B5C – Riversdale Commercial District under the Zoning Bylaw
(see Attachment 1). A tavern (brew pub) is considered a discretionary use in the B5C District.
9 Mile Legacy Brewing has submitted an application requesting City Council’s approval to
develop a tavern (brew pub) in an existing commercial building.
Report
Zoning Bylaw Requirements
The Zoning Bylaw defines a tavern as an establishment, or portion thereof, where the primary
business is the sale of alcohol for consumption on the premises, with or without food, and
where no live entertainment or dance floor is permitted. A brew pub may be considered a
tavern if alcohol is manufactured and consumed onsite under a valid manufacturer’s permit, in
accordance with Alcohol Control Regulations.
ROUTING: Community Services Dept. – Municipal Planning Commission - City Council
February 23, 2016 – File No. CK 4355-016-001 and PL 4355 D16/15
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DELEGATION:

MPC - D. McLaren
City Council - D. Dawson

Discretionary Use Application – Tavern (Brew Pub) – 229 20th Street West
This brew pub intends to operate as a microbrewery with retail sales of beer manufactured on
site and a public assembly area for patrons. The approximate space for retail and public
assembly area will be 95 m2 (1,023 ft2), and space for the brewery and production will be
approximately 75 m2 (807 ft2).
This property is zoned B5C – Riversdale Commercial District under the Zoning Bylaw.
Surrounding properties consist of neighbourhood commercial uses that include retail,
restaurants, and a commercial parking lot. There are no approved taverns or night clubs within
the immediate area of this application. The nearest property that is zoned residential is
approximately 100 m away and contains one-, two-, and multiple-unit dwellings.
Section 4.7.3 (3) of the Zoning Bylaw contains criteria to evaluate discretionary use
applications for nightclubs and taverns. This tavern has been evaluated and meets the criteria
contained in this section. The Zoning Bylaw does not require on-site parking for nightclubs
and taverns in the B5C Zoning District; however, there is sufficient space for two parking
spaces on the site (see Attachment 2).
9 Mile Legacy Brewing has been operating from Ideas Inc. (business incubator). This
application will facilitate a move to a larger location where a tavern can be developed in
conjunction with the microbrewery.
Conclusion
The proposed brew pub at 229 20th Street West meets all relevant Zoning Bylaw provisions
and is not anticipated to have any significant impact on surrounding land uses.
Comments from Other Divisions
No concerns were noted by other divisions that would preclude this application from
proceeding; refer to Attachment 3 for the full remarks.
Options to the Recommendation
City Council could deny this Discretionary Use Application. This option is not recommended,
as the proposal complies with all relevant Zoning Bylaw requirements and has been evaluated
as a discretionary use, subject to the provisions of Section 4.7 of the Zoning Bylaw.
Public and/or Stakeholder Involvement
Notices to property owners within a 75 m radius of the site, the Riversdale Community
Association (RCA), and Riversdale Business Improvement District (RBID), were mailed out in
November 2015 to solicit feedback on the proposal. To date, all responses received have
been supportive of this proposal.
A public information meeting was held at Princess Alexandra School on January 6, 2016. The
meeting was attended by approximately 25 people, including the Ward 2 Councillor,
representatives from the RCA and the RBID. 9 Mile Legacy Brewing made a short
presentation and responded to questions. Discussion included questions about the number of
employees, number of deliveries, and business operation. No major concerns about the
proposal were identified at the meeting. See Attachment 4 for a full summary of the meeting.
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Discretionary Use Application – Tavern (Brew Pub) – 229 20th Street West
Communication Plan
No further communication is planned beyond the stakeholder involvement noted above and the
required notice for the public hearing.
Other Considerations/Implications
There are no policy, financial, environmental, privacy, or CPTED implications or
considerations.
Due Date for Follow-up and/or Project Completion
No follow-up is required.
Public Notice
Public notice is required for consideration of this matter, pursuant to Section 11 (b) of Public
Notice Policy No. C01-021.
Once this application has been considered by the Municipal Planning Commission, a date for a
public hearing will be set. The Community Services Department will give notice, by mail, to
assessed property owners within 75 m of the subject site along with the RCA and the RBID.
Notification posters will also be placed on the subject site.
Attachments
1.
Location Plan – 229 20th Street West
2.
Floor and Site Plan – 229 20th Street West
3.
Comments from Other Divisions
4.
Community Engagement Summary
Report Approval
Written by:
Reviewed by:
Approved by:

Daniel McLaren, Planner, Planning and Development
Alan Wallace, Director of Planning and Development
Randy Grauer, General Manager, Community Services Department

S/Reports/2016/PD/MPC – Discretionary Use Application – Tavern (Brew Pub) – 229 20th St W/kb
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ATTACHMENT 1

Location Plan - 229 20th Street West
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ATTACHMENT 2

Floor and Site Plan - 229 20th Street West
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ATTACHMENT 3
Comments From Other Divisions
1.

Transportation and Utilities Department Comments
The proposed Discretionary Use Application is acceptable to the Transportation
and Utilities Department. Following are requirements after discretionary use
approval and prior to Building Permit approval:




2.

The minimum required fire flow for this zoning district is 220 L/s and our
water distribution model shows that the available fire flow at the hydrant
close to this site is only 149 L/s. Therefore, it is required that a
professional engineer calculate the actual required fire flows based on the
acceptable fire codes to determine if the available fire flow is adequate.
The adjacent storm sewer does not have additional capacity. Therefore, if
the applicant intends to change the site grading or imperviousness of the
site, then onsite storage would be required for any increase in the
imperviousness of the site.

Building Standards Division, Community Services Department, Comments
The Building Standards Division of the Community Services Department has no
objection to the proposed Discretionary Use Application provided that a building
permit is obtained to convert the existing mercantile occupancy (retail) tenant
space into a brewpub space. The tenant space shall meet the 2010 National
Building Code of Canada requirements.
Please note that plans and documentation submitted in support of this application
have not been reviewed for compliance with the requirements of the
2010 National Building Code of Canada.

Note: The applicant has been informed of, and agrees to, the above requirements.
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Community Engagement Summary

ATTACHMENT 4

Community Engagement Summary
Public Information Meeting for Proposed Discretionary Use
229 20th Street West to be Used for a Brewpub
Project Description
A public information meeting was held regarding a proposed brew pub, located at 229 20th Street West.
The meeting provided property owners in Riversdale, specifically those within 75 metres of the subject
site, the opportunity to learn more about the proposed development and the discretionary use process,
and to have the opportunity to comment on the proposal and ask any questions that they may have.
The meeting was held at Princess Alexandra School on January 6, 2016, at 7 p.m.

Community Engagement Strategy
Notice to property owners within a 75 metre radius of the subject site were sent out on December 7,
2015. Letters, along with the public meeting notice, were also sent to the Riversdale Community
Association, Riversdale Business Improvement District, the Ward Councillor, and the Community
Consultant.
The purpose of the meeting was to inform, and consult with, the nearby residents and commercial
business owners. Interested or concerned individuals were provided with an opportunity to learn more
about the proposal and to provide perspective and comments for consideration.
The public information meeting provided an opportunity to listen to a presentation by the applicant and
create a dialogue between the applicant and nearby community members. City of Saskatoon (City) staff
were also available to answer questions regarding the discretionary use process and general zoning
regulations.

Summary of Community Engagement Feedback
The meeting was attended by about 25 people including the Ward Councillor, representatives from the
Riversdale Community Association and from the Riversdale Business Improvement District. 9 Mile
Legacy Brewing provided a brief summary of their operation plan and then opened up the floor for
questions. The following is a summary of the questions and responses:
 Question regarding the number of deliveries and the size of trucks
Response: Deliveries would be done during regular business hours, with more at the onset of
operation than once the business is running normally. A local farmer will also pickup ‘spent barley’.
 Will a smell or odour be emitted from the brewing facility?
Response: The smell emitted during brewing is similar to baking bread or cooking porridge. Many
people do not notice a smell, and the brewing will be done over a few hours during the day.
 Will the product continue to be sold in growlers?
Response: Patrons will be able to purchase beer in growlers. Some small batches may be bottled.
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 How many seats will the tavern have?
Response: The design has not been finalized, the estimated number of seats is 30-50. Snacks will
be served but patrons will be allowed to bring in food from other restaurants. The brewpub likely
won’t be operated past 10 pm.
 What will be the number of employees?
Response: We currently have 4 employees. We hope to grow to more than 20 at this location.
 Will there be tours of the facility and beer nights?
Response: The tours will be for small groups and last about an hour and a half. There is no plan to
host beer nights similar to larger breweries.

Next Steps
Feedback from the meeting will be summarized and presented as part of the report to the Municipal
Planning Commission and City Council.
Once this application has been considered by the Municipal Planning Commission, a date for a public
hearing will be set, and notices will be sent to property owners within 75 metres of the subject site to the
Riversdale Community Association and the Riversdale Business Improvement District. Notification
posters will also be placed on the subject site. No other public engagement is planned.

ACTION

ANTICIPATED TIMING

Planning and Development Division prepares and presents
to Municipal Planning Commission (MPC). MPC reviews
proposal and recommends approval or denial to City
Council.
Public Notice - Community Consultant, Ward Councillor,
and all participants that attended the Public Information
Meeting, will be provided with direct notice of the Public
Hearing, as well as all residents who were notified
previously. A notification poster sign will be placed on site.
Public Hearing – Public Hearing conducted by City Council,
with an opportunity provided to interested persons or
groups to present. Proposal considered together with the
reports of the Planning and Development Division,
Municipal Planning Commission, and any written or verbal
submissions received by City Council.
Council Decision - may approve or deny proposal.

February 23, 2016

February 23 – March
21, 2016

March 21, 2016

March 21, 2016

Prepared by:
Daniel McLaren, Planner
Planning and Development
January 18, 2015
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Attachment 5
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Zoning Bylaw Text Amendment - Gross Floor Area of Garage
Suites
Recommendation
That a copy of this report be forwarded to City Council recommending that at the time of
the public hearing, City Council consider the Administration’s recommendation to
amend the garden and garage suite regulations contained in Zoning Bylaw No. 8770, as
outlined in this report.
Topic and Purpose
The purpose of this report is to consider an amendment to Zoning Bylaw No. 8770
regarding the maximum gross floor area of garage suites.
Report Highlights
1.
A concern was expressed in regard to the circumstance where a small dwelling is
located on site, creating limited options for homeowners seeking to develop a
garage suite.
2.

The Administration is providing data regarding the effect the area of a dwelling
has on the area of a garden or garage suite, including examples of potential
configurations for a garden or garage suite on a site.

3.

The Administration is recommending an amendment to Zoning Bylaw No. 8770
(Zoning Bylaw) to provide for a minimum allowable gross floor area for garage
suites of 80 m2 (861 ft2).

Strategic Goal
This report supports the City of Saskatoon’s (City) long-term Strategic Goal of
Sustainable Growth by allowing for an additional form of infill development. Increasing
infill development is specifically identified as a ten-year strategy for achieving the
Strategic Goal of Sustainable Growth.
Background
At its May 5, 2014 meeting, City Council approved amendments to the Zoning Bylaw to
allow for an alternate form of secondary suite, the garden and garage suite, when
accessory to a one-unit dwelling. The Zoning Bylaw provides for garden and garage
suites as a discretionary use in residential zoning districts city-wide, with discretionary
use approval delegated to the Administration.
At its December 14, 2015 meeting, City Council approved amendments to the Zoning
Bylaw to clarify regulations that ensure garden and garage suites are an accessory use
to principal dwellings. The amendments included new definitions for garden and garage
suites, clarification that the gross floor area of a garden or garage suite may not exceed
that of the one-unit dwelling, and how the regulations are applied.
ROUTING: Community Services Dept. – Municipal Planning Commission - City Council
February 23, 2016 – File No. CK 4350-63 and PL 4350-Z12/16
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DELEGATION: Darryl Dawson

Zoning Bylaw Text Amendment - Gross Floor Area of Garage Suites

At this meeting, concerns were expressed that the garage area is included in the total
size permitted for a garage suite. It was noted that this amendment would prohibit
many properties from being able to construct a garage suite, particularly those
properties with smaller houses, as the permitted size of the suite would not be practical
or feasible when included with a garage.
Following discussion, City Council resolved:
“that the matter of section 5.43(14) of The Zoning Bylaw regarding the
maximum gross floor area of the garage and its impact on the gross floor
area calculation be referred to Administration to report to the Municipal
Planning Commission and that the matter be brought back to the Council
meeting to be held on March 23, 2016.”
Report
The regulations for garden and garage suites have been developed to ensure that,
when developed, the suites are subordinate in area, extent, and purpose to a principal
dwelling.
The area and form of garden and garage suites are also regulated by: building wall
length, maximum gross floor area, building height, side wall height, step-back of second
floor where permitted, on-site parking requirements, and building setbacks. The site
dimensions and size of the principal dwelling also affect the form and size of garden or
garage suite that can be built.
Data on Median Dwelling Size and Examples of Garden and Garage Suites in Relation
to Dwelling Size
As a garden or garage suite must be smaller in size than the principal dwelling in which
it is accessory to, it is important to look at the size of homes in Saskatoon. From
analysis of assessment data, it was determined that the median size for a one-unit
dwelling in Saskatoon is 106 m2 (1,146 ft2). For pre-war neighbourhoods where a twostorey garden or garage suite is permitted, the median size for a principal dwelling is
89 m2 (962 ft2). This size does not include an attached garage. It should be noted that
for the purposes of garden and garage suites, an attached garage is included in the
gross floor area of the principal dwelling. Data on the size of homes throughout
Saskatoon is included in Table 1 in Attachment 2. Table 3 in Attachment 3 contains the
distribution of the size of homes throughout Saskatoon.
As the calculation for the area permitted for a garage suite is based on the total area of
the garage and suite, the size of the garage or suite will be limited by the size of the
principal dwelling, including an attached garage. Examples of options for a garden and
garage suite on a median site that is 12 m by 38 m (40 ft by 125 ft) containing a median
dwelling size of 89 m2 (962 ft2) are outlined in Table 2 in Attachment 2 and illustrated in
Figure 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d in Attachment 2.
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Zoning Bylaw Text Amendment - Gross Floor Area of Garage Suites

Amendment to Permit a Minimum Size of Garage Suite
The circumstance causing concern is where a small dwelling is located on a larger site.
Based on the dwelling size and site size, there may be limited options for homeowners
seeking to develop a garden or garage suite. Based on the size of one-unit dwellings
derived from assessment data, half of the sites in Category 1 neighbourhoods would be
able to develop a garden suite to the maximum of 77 m2 (828 ft2) or a garage suite of at
least 86 m2 (960 ft2). Twenty-two percent (2,368) of all one-unit dwelling sites in
Category 1 neighbourhoods have a floor area of less than 69.8 m2 (750 ft2), which
would restrict the size of garden or garage suite.
Recognizing that there are limitations to the size of any accessory building on a
residential site, including garden and garage suites based on the size of the principal
dwelling and other site characteristics, the Administration is recommending providing for
a minimum allowable size of garage suite, provided the development meets all other
regulations. The Administration is recommending a minimum total garage suite size of
80 m2 (861 ft2).
For illustrative and comparison purposes, a dwelling size of 69.8 m2 (750 ft2) has been
selected to illustrate a small house. A minimum size of 80 m2 (861 ft2) would provide for
a garage of 45 m2 (484 ft2) with dimensions of 6.7 m by 6.7 m (22 ft by 22 ft) and a suite
of 33 m2 (360 ft2) with dimensions of 5.5 m by 6.0 m (18 ft by 20 ft) (see Figures 3a and
3b in Attachment 2).
The Zoning Bylaw already provides a similar regulation for detached garages. A
detached garage shall have a guaranteed minimum floor area of 54 m2 (581 ft2) and
shall be no larger than 87 m2 (936 ft2).
Best Practices from Other Western Canadian Cities
Attachment 3 provides a summary of garden and garage suite regulations and
approaches from nine Western Canadian cities. The regulations differ amongst the
cities; however, all regulate the size of the suite through either a maximum floor area or
as a proportion of the area of the dwelling. The size of the accessory building is
typically regulated by site coverage. There are a variety of approaches used among the
cities surveyed, which are detailed in Attachment 3.
Summary of Current Applications
Since May 5, 2014, 15 garden and garage suite applications have been received, with 9
being approved, 4 being denied or withdrawn, and 1 currently under review. Of those
applications approved, 2 are currently under construction.
Conclusion
The proposed amendment will address the concern about homeowners with a small
principal dwelling being unable to have a garage suite. There is precedent for this, as
the Zoning Bylaw already provides for a minimum size of detached garage, regardless
of the size of the principal dwelling.
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Zoning Bylaw Text Amendment - Gross Floor Area of Garage Suites

Options to the Recommendation
City Council could choose to deny the proposed amendment; further direction would
then be required.
Public and/or Stakeholder Involvement
Staff consulted with a prominent local designer with experience in garden and garage
suite design regarding this report.
Communication Plan
If approved, the Zoning Bylaw amendment for garden and garage suites will be
circulated to the Saskatchewan and Region Home Builders Association and proponents
of garden and garage suites. Information on garden and garage suites is
communicated through an information brochure available on the City’s website and in
hard copy. A copy of the final report will be forwarded to interested stakeholders prior to
the Municipal Planning Commission (MPC) meeting. Stakeholders will also be notified
of meeting dates when this matter will be considered by the MPC, the Standing Policy
Committee on Planning, Development and Community Services, and City Council.
Other Considerations/Implications
There are no policy, financial, environmental, privacy, or CPTED implications or
considerations.
Due Date for Follow-up and/or Project Completion
A full review of all of the regulations regarding garden and garage suites will be
completed in January 2017. This will determine if further Zoning Bylaw amendments
will be required.
Public Notice
Public notice is required for consideration of this matter, pursuant to Section 11(a) of
Public Notice Policy No. C01-021. A notice will be placed in The StarPhoenix two
weeks prior to the public hearing.
Attachments
1.
Existing General Provisions for Garden and Garage Suites
2.
Data on Median Dwelling Size and Examples of Garden and Garage Suites in
Relation to Dwelling Size
3.
Summary of Zoning Bylaw Provisions for Garden and Garage Suites
Report Approval
Written by:
Reviewed by:
Approved by:

Paula Kotasek-Toth, Senior Planner, Planning and Development
Alan Wallace, Director of Planning and Development
Randy Grauer, General Manager, Community Services Department

S/Reports/2016/PD/MPC – Zoning Bylaw Text Amendment - Gross Floor Area of Garage Suites/lc
BF 101-15
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ATTACHMENT 1

Existing General Provisions for Garden and Garage Suites
Zoning Bylaw No. 8770
5.43 Garden and Garage Suites
The previous subsection (14) stated:
“The maximum size of a garden or garage suite shall be 77 m2.”
This regulation was amended on December 14, 2015, as follows:
“The gross floor area of a garden suite shall not exceed 77 m 2 and, in the case of
a garage suite, the garden suite shall not exceed 77 m 2 while the gross floor area
of the area used as a private garage shall not exceed 87 m 2. The following
factors are to be considered in calculating the gross floor area of a garden or
garage suite:
(a)

the gross floor area of a garden or garage suite shall not exceed the gross
floor area of the principal dwelling;

(b)

the gross floor area of a one-unit dwelling includes all areas above grade,
including an attached garage;

(c)

the gross floor area of a garden or garage suite includes all areas above
grade;

(d)

where a detached accessory building exists, the gross floor area of the
existing detached accessory building need not be considered in the gross
floor area calculation where:
(i)

the depth of site is greater than 60 metres; and

(ii)

the existing detached accessory building is located entirely within
25 metres of the rear wall of the principal dwelling.”
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ATTACHMENT 2

Data on Median Dwelling Size and Examples of
Garden and Garage Suites in Relation to Dwelling Size

Table 1 - Median Dwelling Size and Site Size in the Established Neighbourhoods
Dwelling
Size*
(GFA)

Category 1
Established
Neighbourhoods
Category 2
Established
Neighbourhoods
Category 2
All Other
Neighbourhoods
City Wide

Site Area

Site
Frontage

461.0 m2
(4,962 ft2)

12.0 m
(39 ft)

% of
% of
Number
Sites
Sites
of Sites
25 ft 50 ft or
or
Greater
Less Less in
in
Width
Width
38.0 m 15.0%
36.0%
10,715
(129 ft)

98.0 m2 599.0 m2
(1,060 ft2) (6,447 ft2)

16.0 m
(52 ft)

37.0 m
(121 ft)

1.7%

86.0%

16,449

556.3 m2
(5,988 ft2)

15.5 m
(51 ft)

34.9 m
(114.5 ft)

0.3%

66%

31,444

106.0 m2 561.0 m2
(1,146 ft2) (6,039 ft2)

15.0 m
(49 ft)

36.0 m
(118 ft)

3.3%

63.0%

58,607

89.4 m2
(962 ft2)

118.3 m2
(1,273 ft2)

Site
Length

*does not include the area of an attached garage
Source: 2015 Assessment Data, Assessment and Taxation Division City of Saskatoon

Table 2 - Garden and Garage Suite Options for a Dwelling of 89 m2 (960 ft2)

Garage Suite
(Two-car garage on
lower level, suite on
upper level)
Garage Suite
(Larger suite with
single garage)
Garden Suite
(Two-storey structure)

Suite Area
Main Floor (ft2)
0.0 m2

Suite Area
Upper Floor (ft2)
40.8 m2
(440 ft2)

22.3 m2
(240 ft2)

40.8 m2
(440 ft2)

26.0 m2
(280 ft2)

48.3 m2
(520 ft2)

27.9 m2
(300 ft2)

0.0 m2
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Garage Area
48.3 m2
(520 ft2)

Table 3 - Distribution of Dwelling Size
Category 1 Established Neighbourhoods
Number of Dwellings
Median Size = 962 ft2
2

Less than 500 ft
501 ft2 to Median Size
Median Size to 1,500 ft2
1,501 ft2 to 2,000 ft2
2,001 ft2 to 2,500 ft2
Over 2,501 ft2
Total

212
5,152
3,773
1,008
342
228
10,715

%
2%
48%
35%
9%
3%
2%

Category 2 Established/Other Neighbourhoods
Established
All Other
2
Median Size =
1,060 ft
1,273 ft2
Number of
%
Number of
%
Dwellings
Dwellings
Less than 500 ft2
98
1%
0
0%
2
501 ft to Median Size
8,175
50%
15,728
50%
Median Size to 1,500 ft2
6,378
39%
5,795
18%
2
2
1,501 ft to 2,000 ft
1,311
8%
6,690
21%
2
2
2,001 ft to 2,500 ft
345
2%
2,400
8%
2
Over 2,501 ft
142
1%
829
3%
Total
16,449
31,444
City Wide
Median Size = 1,146 ft2
Less than 500 ft2
501 ft2 to Median Size
Median Size to 1,500 ft2
1,501 ft2 to 2,000 ft2
2,001 ft2 to 2,500 ft2
Over 2,501 ft2
Total

Number of Dwellings

%

310
1%
29,055 50%
15,948 27%
9,009 15%
3,087
5%
1,199
2%
58,608

2
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Figure 1a – Two-Storey Garage Suite
Site Width
Site Length
Site Area
Dwelling GFA
Suite GFA
Garage GFA
Garage Suite GFA
Rear Yard Coverage
Site Coverage

40 ft
125 ft
5,000 ft2
962 ft2
440 ft2
520 ft2
960 ft2
18%
30%

12.12 m
38.10 m
464.50 m2
89.30 m2
40.90 m2
48.30 m2
89.10 m2

Figure 1b – Two-Storey Garage Suite - Large Suite Size with Single Garage
Site Width
Site Length
Site Area
Dwelling GFA
Suite GFA
Garage GFA
Garage Suite GFA
Rear Yard Coverage
Site Coverage

40 ft
125 ft
5,000 ft2
962 ft2
720 ft2
240 ft2
960 ft2
18%
30%

12.12 m
38.10 m
464.50 m2
89.30 m2
66.90 m2
22.30 m2
89.10 m2
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Figure 1c - Two-Storey Garden Suite
Site Width
Site Length
Site Area
Dwelling GFA
Garage GFA
Suite GFA
Rear Yard Coverage
Site Coverage

40 ft
125 ft
5,000 ft2
962 ft2
0 ft2
820 ft2
18%
30%

12.12 m
38.10 m
464.50 m2
89.30 m2
0.00 m2
76.20 m2

Figure 1d – One-Storey Garage Suite
Site Width
Site Length
Site Area
Dwelling GFA
Garage GFA
Suite GFA
Garage Suite GFA
Rear Yard Coverage
Site Coverage

40 ft
125 ft
5,000 ft2
962 ft2
448 ft2
448 ft2
896 ft2
31%
37%

12.12 m
38.10 m
464.50 m2
89.30 m2
41.62 m2
41.62 m2
83.24 m2
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Figure 2 - Garage Suite - Maximum Size when Not Limited by Size of Dwelling
Site Width
Site Length
Site Area
Dwelling GFA
Suite GFA
Garage GFA
Garage Suite GFA
Rear Yard Coverage
Site Coverage

40 ft
125 ft
5,000 ft2
962 ft2
784 ft2
896 ft2
1,680 ft2
31%
37%

12.12 m
38.10 m
464.50 m2
89.30 m2
72.90 m2
83.20 m2
156.00 m2
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Figure 3a – Two-Storey Garage Suite - Small Dwelling - Option to Allow for a
Minimum Garage Suite with a Gross Floor Area of 80 m2 (861 ft2)
Site Width
Site Length
Site Area
Dwelling GFA
Suite GFA
Garage GFA
Garage Suite GFA
Rear Yard Coverage
Site Coverage

40 ft
125 ft
5,000 ft2
750 ft2
360 ft2
484 ft2
844 ft2
11%
21%

12.12 m
38.10 m
464.50 m2
69.70 m2
33.45 m2
44.97 m2
78.40 m2

Figure 3b – One-Storey Garage Suite - Small Dwelling - Option to Allow for a
Minimum Garage Suite with a Gross Floor Area of 80 m2 (861 ft2)
Site Width
Site Length
Site Area
Dwelling GFA
Suite GFA
Garage GFA
Garage Suite GFA
Rear Yard Coverage
Site Coverage

40 ft
125 ft
5,000 ft2
750 ft2
420 ft2
420 ft2
840 ft2
19%
28%

12.12 m
38.10 m
464.50 m2
69.70 m2
39.00 m2
39.00 m2
78.03 m2
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Figure 3c - Garage Suite - Small Dwelling – Maximum Size when Not Restricted by
Size of Dwelling
Site Width
Site Length
Site Area
Dwelling GFA
Suite GFA
Garage GFA
Garage Suite GFA
Rear Yard Coverage
Site Coverage

40 ft
125 ft
5,000 ft2
750 ft2
784 ft2
896 ft2
1,680 ft2
20%
29%

12.12 m
38.10 m
464.50 m2
69.70 m2
72.90 m2
83.20 m2
156.00 m2

7
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ATTACHMENT 3

Summary of Zoning Bylaw Provisions for
Garden and Garage Suites from Western Canadian Cities
City

Permitted or
Discretionary

Height

Saskatoon

Discretionary

Category 1
Flat roof
5.8 m
Peaked
Roof
6.0 m

Lethbridge

Discretionary*

Regina

Currently a
pilot project
Will become a
discretionary
use when
they are
widely
allowed

Strathcona
County

Permitted in
urban areas
Discretionary*
in rural areas

Category 2
3.5 m
4.5 m

One-storey
building
3.5 m
One-anda-halfstorey
building
5.8 m

Ceiling
height is a
minimum
of 1.95 m
in the suite

Site
Coverage

Suite Size

On-Site
Parking
Required

50% or
rear yard

77 m2

Two
spaces

Garage
area can
be a
maximum
of 87 m2

Accessory
building
can cover
a
maximum
of 14%
50 %
maximum
site
coverage
for all
buildings

40% for all
buildings
Maximum
combined
floor area
for all
accessory
buildings is
94 m2
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Minimum Site
Size that
Allows for
Garden or
Garage Suite
225 m2

Gross floor
area must
be less
than the
gross floor
area of the
primary
dwelling

Maximum
gross floor
area
Lesser of
80 m2
(excluding
garage) or
80% of the
primary
dwelling
Maximum
area of the
garden
suite 40 %
of the GFA
(includes
basement
but not
mechanical
in
basement)
or 100 m2

The suite
requires
one space

None

Two
spaces
(one for
the suite
and one
for the
dwelling
unit)

None

Two per
dwelling
unit plus
the suite
requires
one space

None

City

Permitted or
Discretionary

Height

Site
Coverage

Suite Size

On-site
parking
required

Lacombe

Discretionary*

9 m when
a suite is
located
above a
garage,
and shall
not exceed
the height
of the main
building

Maximum
size of the
accessory
building
(containing
the suite)
may be up
to 60% site
coverage
for the
dwelling up
to a
maximum
of 70 m2

75 m2 or a
maximum
of 40% of
the total
area of the
dwelling
(including
basement)
whichever
is less

Yes
One
space for
suites less
than
60 m2

Minimum
suite size
32.50 m2
(350 ft2)

Total two
spaces

Winnipeg

Conditional
Use –
requires a
public hearing
at the Board
of Adjustment

4.58 m
(15 ft) for a
garden
suite
7.62 m
(25 ft) for a
garage
suite

The mass
of the
accessory
building
shall not
exceed the
mass of
the
principal
building
Maximum
site
coverage
is
40 to 45%
depending
on site size

Minimum Site
Size that
Allows for
Garden or
Garage Suite
None

Two
spaces for
suites
between
60 m2 and
75 m2

325 m2
(3,500 ft2)

55.74 m2
(600 ft2)

Maximum
size of a
detached
garage
82.1 m2
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City

Permitted or
Discretionary

Height

Site
Coverage

Suite Size

On-Site
Parking
Required

Edmonton

Discretionary*

Garage
suite with a
peaked
roof
6.5 m or up
to 1.5 m
greater
than the
height of
the
principal
dwelling
whichever
is less

Site
coverage
of all
accessory
areas shall
not exceed
12%

60 m2
garage
suite
(above
grade)

One
parking
space per
two
sleeping
units in
addition to
two
spaces for
primary
dwelling

Maximum
site
coverage
is 60% for
all
buildings

70 m2 or
60% of the
floor area
of the
dwelling
whichever
is less
Maximum
40% of the
principle
dwelling

Brandon

Conditional
Use

Red Deer

Garage suites
(carriage
houses) are
permitted only
one zoning
district

Garage
suite with a
flat roof
5.5 m or up
to 1.5 m
greater
than the
height of
the
principal
dwelling
whichever
is less
6.5 m or
the height
of the
dwelling
whichever
is less
Two
storeys
with a max
of 10.0 m

Maximum
site
coverage
is 60% for
all
buildings

50 m2
garden
suite
(at grade)

Minimum Site
Size that
Allows for
Garden or
Garage Suite
For most
zoning
districts the
minimum site
size is 400 m2

One for
each
dwelling
unit

367 m2

Two for
the
dwelling
and one
for the
suite (total
of three)

384 m2

Calgary

Does not
allow
*In Alberta, the planning legislation allows for the relaxation or altering of development
standards for discretionary use approvals.
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Proposed Amendments to Brighton Neighbourhood Concept
Plan
Recommendation
That a copy of this report be submitted to City Council recommending that at the time of
the public hearing, City Council consider the Administration’s recommendation that the
proposed amendments to the Brighton Neighbourhood Concept Plan be approved.
Topic and Purpose
An application has been submitted by Dream Development requesting amendments to
the Brighton Neighbourhood Concept Plan related to the following:
(i)
additional neighbourhood access from College Drive and corresponding
changes to the street and block layout in the affected area;
(ii)
reconfiguration and addition of rear lanes in select areas;
(iii)
changes to the land use designation of certain parcels;
(iv)
expansion of the neighbourhood school sites; and
(v)
other revisions of a minor nature.
Report Highlights
1.
Since the adoption of the Brighton Neighbourhood Concept Plan (Concept Plan)
in 2014, further study has determined the need for an additional access point into
Brighton. A new access from College Drive into the neighbourhood was
approved by City Council in 2015.
2.

The amendments to the Concept Plan proposed in this report accommodate the
additional access, as well as other changes to neighbourhood layout, land uses,
parks, and community facilities.

3.

Overall, the amendments result in a more refined Concept Plan going forward as
its implementation progresses.

Strategic Goal
Under the Strategic Goal of Sustainable Growth, this report supports the creation of
complete communities that feature a mix of housing types, land uses, community
amenities, employment opportunities, and internal and external connectivity.
Background
The Concept Plan was originally approved by City Council on May 20, 2014. Brighton is
the first neighbourhood to be developed in the Holmwood Sector. With a total land area
of 350.83 hectares (866.87 acres), its projected population at maximum build-out when
approved in 2014 was 15,505 people within 6,432 residential dwelling units.
During initial review of the Concept Plan in 2014 and corresponding public engagement,
it was identified that an additional access into the neighbourhood from College Drive
may be required and that after further consideration of the option, a future concept plan
ROUTING: Community Services Dept. – Municipal Planning Commission – City Council DELEGATION: MPC - Brent McAdam
February 23, 2016 – File No. CK 4110-46 and PL 4131-40-1
Council - Darryl Dawson
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amendment may be brought forward for this purpose. The Concept Plan approved by
City Council identifies this possible future access point (see Attachment 1).
On March 23, 2015, City Council considered a report from the Administration identifying
the need to accommodate increased traffic demands from the Holmwood Sector. The
report’s recommendation to reclassify College Drive from a Rural Highway to an Urban
Expressway, allowing for additional access points into the sector, was approved.
On September 28, 2015, City Council approved the configuration of the additional
access point into the Brighton neighbourhood to be located on College Drive between
the Canadian Pacific overpass and McOrmond Drive. The approved configuration at full
build-out will consist of an at-grade intersection with an eastbound right-turn and a
northbound left-turn that maintains free flow westbound traffic.
Report
Proposed Concept Plan Amendments
The amendments to the Concept Plan proposed by Dream Development incorporate
changes related to the additional neighbourhood access, as well as other revisions
made in collaboration with relevant stakeholders, including civic departments and the
local school boards. Attachment 2 shows the proposed revised Concept Plan,
Attachment 3 highlights the changes, Attachment 4 shows the existing roadway
classifications, Attachment 5 shows the proposed new roadway classifications, and
Attachment 6 is a written submission from the proponent regarding the requested
amendments, which are summarized as follows:
1.

New Access from College Drive: The additional neighbourhood access from
College Drive necessitates a redesign of the northwest portion of the
neighbourhood. This includes a reconfiguration of the street and block design in
the area while maintaining a modified grid design, as well as the introduction of
street townhouses fronting the new access road.

2.

Additional Lanes: Rear lanes have been added to a total of four blocks identified
for single-unit residential development, which are located along collector
roadways, including two blocks adjacent to the school sites. The addition of the
lanes allows for front driveway access to be eliminated along these higher traffic
roadways.

3.

Lane Reconfigurations: The approved Concept Plan includes street townhouse
sites that front McOrmond Drive and are serviced by a lay-by from that roadway,
with rear lanes also servicing these sites that terminate in the lay-by. The lanes
have been reconfigured to be connected internally to the neighbourhood such
that no lane access is provided directly onto McOrmond Drive which would have
created short-cutting opportunities to and from the arterial roadway.

4.

Street Reconfiguration: A local street located adjacent to the west side of the
wetland complex originally featured a meandering design that facilitated deep
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single family residential lots. This street has been straightened to create
standardized lots, and adds to the adjacent municipal reserve area.
5.

Expanded School Sites: The local school boards requested increasing each
school site from 4.0 acres to 5.0 acres, each, to properly accommodate the
current joint-use facility model being utilized. While the school sites were
expanded into the neighbourhood core park, the park is still larger than the
minimum 16.0 acre standard.

6.

Reduction of Group Townhouse Parcels: The two group townhouse parcels
located directly east of the wetland complex have been reduced in size and the
municipal reserve increased to make up for the area lost due to the expansion of
the school sites.

7.

Redesignation of Village Centre Parcels: The Village Centre, located in the
east-central portion of the neighbourhood, includes two parcels designated for
medium-density multiple-unit residential and retail. They have been
redesignated as Mixed Use to accommodate a combination of residential, retail,
and institutional uses. Providing for horizontal and vertical mixed uses instead of
segregated uses will help ensure the future vibrancy of the Village Centre.

8.

Redesignation of Mixed Use Parcel: The mixed use parcel located in the
northern corner of the neighbourhood, adjacent to College Drive (Highway 5), is
redesignated for retail use. This will accommodate a neighbourhood garden
centre at this location.

9.

Eliminated Buffer Strip: A buffer strip and associated berm are not required
between retail land use and College Drive. Therefore, the buffer has been
removed for the portion of the roadway adjacent to the retail parcels in the
northern corner of the neighbourhood. However, a 0.1 metre buffer will be
dedicated at the time of subdivision to ensure that no access to the sites from
College Drive will be permitted.

Planning and Development supports these amendments as they enhance
neighbourhood access, support a viable and appropriate mix of land uses and
community amenities, and accommodate minor revisions that refine the Concept Plan
as its implementation progresses. The above amendments are highlighted in
Attachment 3.
Impacts
The cumulative impacts on projected neighbourhood population and density, resulting
from the proposed amendments, are minimal. Population is projected to increase
slightly from 15,505 to 15,633 people; number of dwelling units from 6,432 to 6,496; and
density from 7.4 to 7.5 units per gross acre. The total dedication of park space remains
unchanged at 82.58 acres, as area lost due to the expansion of the school sites has
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been made up for through the reconfiguration of a local street and reduction in area of
two group townhouse sites.
Comments from Divisions and Agencies
Comments identified by internal and external stakeholders are outlined in Attachment 7.
Options to the Recommendation
City Council could choose to deny the proposed amendments; further direction to the
Administration would then be required.
Public and/or Stakeholder Involvement
Extensive public engagement was undertaken during the original Concept Plan review.
These amendments are principally internal to the neighbourhood, within which, there is
no existing development or population affected, and with no effect on adjacent
neighbourhoods. It is expected that public engagement, as part of forthcoming
amendments to the Holmwood Sector, will include further information regarding
additional access points for all neighbourhoods in the sector.
Financial Implications
The additional access point into Brighton is being jointly funded by Dream Development
(70.8%) and the City (29.2%), as stipulated by the servicing agreement for the
neighbourhood, which was approved by City Council on September 28, 2015. The City
will administer a charge for the proportional share of the approximate costs of the
access point from all saleable lands not owned by Dream Development and will make
reimbursement payments to Dream Development each year upon proportional staged
construction of the improvements.
There are no additional financial impacts to the City for the changes proposed.
Safety/Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
The proposed amendments were reviewed by the CPTED Review Committee on
January 13, 2016. Comments and recommendations are outlined in Attachment 5.
Other Considerations/Implications
There are no policy, environmental, or privacy implications or considerations; a
communication plan is not required at this time.
Due Date for Follow-up and/or Project Completion
No follow-up is required.
Public Notice
Public notice is required for consideration of this matter, pursuant to Section 11(a) of
Public Notice Policy No. C01-021. Once this application has been considered by the
Municipal Planning Commission, a notice will be placed in The StarPhoenix one week
prior to the public hearing, in accordance with Public Notice Policy No. C01-021.
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Changes to Concept Plan
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Existing Roadway Classifications
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ATTACHMENT 6

Written Submission from Proponent
Stantec Consulting Ltd.
100-75 24th Street East, Saskatoon SK S7K 0K3

November 27, 2015
File: 113155028

Attention:

Brad Zurevinski, Land Development Manager, Dream Development

Dear Brad,
Reference: Brighton Concept Plan Amendment
The Dream Development Corporation (Dream) initiated Stantec Consulting Ltd. (Stantec) to
prepare a concept plan amendment for the Brighton Neighbourhood. We understand the City of
Saskatoon Development Review Section instructed Dream to prepare a new concept plan
appended with land use calculations and identification/rationale for each change.
The new Brighton Land Use Plan is appended and labelled as Figure 1. The below text and
numbers correspond to Figure 2: Brighton Concept Plan Amendment.

1) Lane Re-Configuration
In the original concept plan, the street townhouses fronting McOrmond Drive had lanes
accessing/egressing McOrmond Drive, which is not typical construction practice on major
arterial roadways. The new configuration displays one lane accessing on the interior of the
neighbourhood and the second terminating in a turnaround consistent with the City’s
standard detail for dead ending a lane.

2) Added Lane
Rear lanes are now added to two blocks east of the school sites. This amendment will change
the streetscape across from the schools and park in a way that brings housing units closer to
the street while eliminating driveway access on the collector roadway across from the school
sites.

3) Re-Designated to “Mixed Use 1” from “Medium Density Multi Unit Dwellings”
This parcel was originally designated as “Medium Density Multi Unit Dwellings”, however, the
amendment proposes designating this parcel as “Mixed Use 1” due to market demand.
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4) Re-Designated to “Mixed Use 1” from “Retail”
This parcel was originally designated as “Retail”, however, the amendment proposes
designating this parcel as “Mixed Use 1” due to market demand.

5) Lane Re-Configuration
In the original concept plan, the lane at this location displayed a ‘z’ configuration for the back
lane in which one terminus would access McOrmond Drive while the other access is internal to
the neighborhood. Similar to 1) above, both accesses will now connect internally to the
neighborhood such that no lane access is provided directly onto McOrmond.

6) Expanded park by reducing group townhouse parcels
Other adjustments in the neighbourhood caused a slight reduction in Municipal Reserve
dedication. The proposed amendment reduces the two large Group Townhouse parcels and
accommodates a balanced Municipal Reserve dedication by the subsequent park expansion
in this area.

7) Street Re-configuration
The original concept plan proposed a meandering street at this location which facilitated
excessively deep single family residential lots. The amendment proposes straightening the
street in order to create standard sized lots. This also increased the MR space to the south.

8) Added Lane
Rear lanes are now added to two blocks along the collector road west of the large pond. This
amendment will bring houses closer to the street and eliminate safety concerns of vehicles
backing out of driveways onto a busy collector road.

9) Expanded School Sites from 4.0 acres each to 5.0 acres each
The amendment proposes the school sites be 10 acres in total, as per recommendations from
the local school boards.

10) Re-designed to facilitate new access to College Drive
This amendment proposes a re-designed area in the northwest part of the neighbourhood. The
focal point of the re-design is a new access proposed directly onto College Drive which enters
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the neighbourhood from the north and is routed directly towards the schools and park. The
new access road is lined with street townhouses and single family housing with rear lane. The
surrounding block orientations have changed but maintain a modified grid design.

11) Re-Designated to “Retail” from “Mixed use 1”
This parcel was originally designated as “Mixed Use 1 – Residential/Retail/Institutional”,
however, the amendment proposes designating this parcel as “Retail” due to market
demand.

12) Eliminated buffer which is not required behind retail.
As per 9), the originally proposed buffer is not required behind a retail land use, and has
therefore been removed. The buffer extends past the single family lots and slopes down until
terminating at grade level.
Please contact the undersigned should you have any questions.

Regards,
STANTEC CONSULTING LTD.

Devin Clarke
Planner
Phone: (306) 667-2485
Fax: (306) 667-2500
Devin.Clarke@stantec.com

Attachment:

Table 1 – Brighton Land Use Statistics
Figure 1 – Brighton Land Use Concept Plan
Figure 2 – Brighton Concept Plan Amendment

c. Jayden Schmiess (Stantec) via Email
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Table 1.0 Brighton Land Use Statistics

Brighton Land Use Statistics
Land Use

Hectares

Acres

%

RETAIL

12.33

30.46

3.7%

MIXED USE 1 - RESIDENTIAL/RETAIL/INSTITUTIONAL

17.92

44.26

5.4%

8.48

20.95

2.5%

83.71
29.17
14.44
31.68
4.64
163.64

206.76
72.05
35.67
78.25
11.46
404.19

25.1%
8.7%
4.3%
9.5%
1.4%
49.0%

9.00
3.97
7.42
12.03
1.00
33.42

22.23
9.81
18.33
29.71
2.47
82.55

2.7%
1.2%
2.2%
3.6%
0.3%
10.0%

4.05

10.00

1.2%

ROADS
Arterial Roads (half of McOrmond & portion of 8th St)
Arterial Median (McOrmond)
Other Medians
Collector Roads
Local Roads
Lanes
TOTAL ROADS

7.88
2.40
0.41
21.99
42.56
4.63
79.87

19.46
5.93
1.01
54.32
105.12
11.44
197.28

2.4%
0.7%
0.1%
6.6%
12.7%
1.4%
23.9%

BUFFER & BERMS
ROAD WIDENING - 8th Street
INTERCHANGE - McOrmond/College Drive

11.96
0.97
1.47

29.54
2.40
3.63

3.6%
0.3%
0.4%

MIXED USE 2 - OFFICE/RETAIL
RESIDENTIAL
Single Unit Detached Dwellings (12m lots)
Single Unit Detached Dwellings with Lanes (9m lots)
Low Density Street Townhousing (6.7m lots)
Low Density Group Townhousing (20 UPA)
Medium Density Multi Unit Dwellings (40 UPA)
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL
PARKS
Neighbourhood Core Park (1)
Neighbourhood Pocket Parks (6)
Neighbourhood Linear Parks (8)
District Park (8)
Multi District Park (1)
TOTAL PARKS
SCHOOLS

GRAND TOTAL
Drainage Parcels
Neighbourhood Area (GDA)
Neighbourhood Density
units per gross acre
persons per gross hectare
Population
Neighbourhood Dwelling Type Split

350.83
16.72
334.11

866.55
41.30
825.25 100.0%

7.5
44.6
15,633
43% Single / 57% Multi
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Frontage
(m)

Units/acre

25

22,612
8,139
3,869

346

8
11
15
20
40

Units by
frontage

1107

1,884
904
577
1,565
458
6,496

Elementary Student
People
Population Population 0.48 SU
per Unit
and 0.19 MU

1.3

1,439

210

2.8
2.8
2.2
2.8
1.6

5,276
2,532
1,270
4,382
733
15,633

904
434
110
297
87
2,043

ATTACHMENT 7

Comments From Other Divisions and Agencies
Agency
Long Range
Planning

Comments and Responses (where required)
Comment
No. 1

Response

Comment
No. 2
Response

Greater
Saskatoon
Catholic
Schools
Saskatoon
Public
Schools

Comment
No. 1

Comment
No. 2
Comment
No. 3

Response

Two sites are proposed to be redesignated to “Mixed Use 1,” which
we support, in principle. However, we have concerns that the
residential components of these sites may not be retained at build out
without appropriate zoning designation to ensure that it does occur.
Should both sites (3 and 4) be developed as commercial only, they
would effectively comprise an additional District Commercial location
within Brighton, given the combined size of the two sites. An
additional District Commercial location is not supported by the
Holmwood Sector Plan.
The vision of sites 3 and 4 is that of a true mixed use that will
incorporate retail, office, institutional, and residential uses rather than
an additional commercial-only node. The intent of the site is to
promote horizontal and vertical mixes of uses in a concise manner
that creates a vibrant village center. The site will also include amenity
spaces for all residents of the area. Once complete, site plans and
visioning documents will be submitted to the City of Saskatoon (City)
as support for a zoning-by-agreement application.
While lane access points to McOrmond Drive have been removed as
noted in items Nos. 1 and 5, it appears that one lane access remains,
as indicated on Figure 2: Brighton Concept Plan Amendment below.
The lane identified on the above is located on City-owned lands and
is outside of the concept plan amendment area. It is our
understanding that Saskatoon Land may be working on a subsequent
concept plan amendment which may encompass this area in the
future.
We appreciate increasing the size of the school sites from 4 acres to
5 acres. This will go a long way to resolve some of the current
challenges experienced with the four P3 sites where the two school
divisions are building eight new elementary schools.
Further to above, the revised plans show three sides of the property’s
perimeter bounded by roadways. This is a significant improvement
over the original concept plan.
The roadway on the west side of the property appears narrow. It is
critical that these schools have roadway widths sufficient to handle
bus drop off. As the City continues to design larger and larger
neighbourhoods, the elementary school age population increases and
school divisions are compelled to bus a higher percentage of students
than in smaller neighbourhoods. Without doing detailed projections, I
would estimate the two school divisions would require bus drop off
areas for 18 to 22 buses. Please ensure perimeter roadways can
accommodate on-street bus drop-off areas.
The roadway on the west edge of the school site does transition from
a collector roadway to a local roadway which leads further into the
residential portion of Brighton. A total of 346.5 m of frontage on the
north collector and 117 m of frontage on the east collector for a total
463.5 m of school frontage on collector roadways. Using 10.2 m per
bus with a 2.2 m gap in between (12.4 m) from the current school site
design a total number of 37 buses could be parked adjacent to the
school sites.
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Agency
Greater
Saskatoon
Catholic
Schools

Comment
No. 4

Saskatoon
Public
Schools
Response

Comment
No. 5

Response

CPTED
Review
Committee

Rec. No. 1
Response
Rec. No. 2
Response
Rec. No. 3

Response
Rec. No. 4

Comments and Responses (where required)
The City is estimating 2,043 elementary students. This translates into
two schools with a total of 82 classrooms plus core amenities
(science room, gymnasium, library, etc). Neither school division has
designed elementary facilities with this capacity. Rather than have
2,043 students within one facility, I am quite certain Greater
Saskatoon Catholic School’s Board of Trustees will want to explore
separate facilities. Is the parcel of land on the southeast corner of the
Municipal Reserve (MR) appropriate for a school site?
As discussed previously with the school boards, the parcel in the
southeast corner of the park is not appropriate for a school site.
During our meetings with the school boards last year, it was
determined that another school site would be shown on the west
portion of the neighbourhood/Suburban Centre east of Brighton to
alleviate concerns of capacity within the area as the neighbourhood is
built out.
Finally, as mentioned in previous meetings with the City, if the City is
planning to continue to design large neighbourhoods, we would
request a design where the MR is split within the neighbourhood.
This would facilitate the creation of two school sites (four schools).
The advantage to this configuration would be less dense schools,
less bus transportation, and an increased opportunity to find
efficiencies in joint facilities. The larger each school becomes, the
less opportunity there is to share a component of a facility (gym by
way of example) as the demand for use increases with the student
population.
The City and Dream Development are reviewing future
neighbourhood sizes, which will, in turn, consist of a review of how
schools are planned for.
That the proponent provide detailed drawings of the lane turnaround
to clarify the design and address concerns.
These drawings have been provided as requested.
That the section of the lane with the turnaround be eliminated.
It’s not possible to eliminate this section, as it provides rear-yard
access for street townhouse sites to the east.
That if the turnaround remains, bollards be added around the
perimeter of the turnaround to ensure no vehicles enter or exit onto
McOrmond Drive.
The detailed drawings confirm the required bollards in the turnaround
design.
That the contract zoning process for the new retail site
(neighbourhood greenhouse) include:
a)
a sound wall, screening, and/or creating a site plan where the
loading areas are set as far from the single unit residential as
is reasonable to minimize issues related to noise and/or dust.
b)
a combination of access control and sufficient parking and
loading is important in order to reduce conflicts with residential
uses. If it’s too convenient to access the site from the
adjacent street with residential or there’s a lack of parking,
customers may park in front of homes, causing conflicts.
2
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Agency
CPTED
Review
Committee

Rec. No. 4
(cont’d)

Response

Rec. No. 5
Response

Rec. No. 6

Response

Transportation Comment
and Utilities
No. 1
Department
Response
Transportation
Division
Comments

Comment
No. 2

Response

Comment
No. 3

Comments and Responses (where required)
to address issues regarding image and maintenance, Wilson’s
Greenhouse could use landscaping features to clearly separate
the retail and single-unit residential units, while also creating an
inviting space for both users.
d)
ensure any fencing put up in Wilson’s is visually permeable in
order to increase natural surveillance.
Development Review is overseeing the rezoning process for this site
and will consider these recommendations in collaboration with the
proponent on final site layout and provisions of the Rezoning
Agreement.
That appropriate wayfinding signs be added to the buffer strip to
ensure users know it is a dead end.
Pedestrian access is prohibited on the buffer strip adjacent to
College Drive and should not be encouraged. To supplement this, “no
entry – dead end” signs will be put in place in areas where potential
berm access may exist (i.e.: at the northwest corner of Brighton and at
the intersection with College Drive).
That the most easterly end of the buffer strip be connected to the retail
site or residential street to the south so that it is not a complete dead
end and entrapment area.
Pedestrians will be prohibited from the berm on College Drive. In
speaking with the proponent of the retail site, pedestrian access from
the buffer to their private property will not be provided. Additional
signage as detailed above can be placed close to these locations to
inform residents.
Lane Reconfiguration: The lane turnaround cannot be accommodated
in the McOrmond Drive Right-of-Way.
The lane configuration, which removes direct access to the lanes
within Brighton to McOrmond Drive, was completed in consultation
with the Transportation and Utilities Department, which also included
consultation regarding the turnaround. This turnaround has been
designed to City standards and provides access to street townhouse
units, which front onto Brighton Circle. This turnaround is provided in
its own right-of-way and is separate from McOrmond Drive.
Redesignated to "MX1 - Mixed Use District 1" from "Medium Density
Multi Unit Dwellings" and “Retail”: This is an increase in land use
density which will increase traffic to and from these parcels and
adversely impact the operation of the surrounding street network. This
land use could permit office and retail use. A Transportation Impact
Assessment (TIA) is required. Driveways to/from McOrmond Drive will
not be permitted.
A TIA for the above-noted sites will be tied to the development of the
sites and will be provided prior to development. It is anticipated that
the sites will be under a contract zoning with the Planning and
Development Division. It is understood that driveways on McOrmond
Drive are not permitted.
Redesign to facilitate new access to College Drive: This access is a
significant increase to the traffic volume and pattern within the
neighbourhood. The Brighton TIA posed a roundabout at this location.
c)
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Agency
Transportation Comment
and Utilities
No. 3
Department
(cont’d)
Response
Transportation
Division
Comments

Comment
No. 4

Response

Comment
No. 5

Response
Comment
No. 6
Response
Transportation Comment
and Utilities
No. 1
Department
Response
Comment
Water, Sewer, No. 2
and Storm
Comments
Response

Comment
No. 3

Response

Comments and Responses (where required)
A TIA is required to determine the appropriate traffic control and
calming measures in the neighbourhood due to the new access.
The at-grade intersection provided in the concept plan amendment
between Brighton and College Drive was completed at the request of
the City and was included in their report to City Council dated
September 28, 2015. The proponent will work with the City in a
subsequent update to the original TIA to address traffic control and
traffic calming of the downstream intersections from the connection to
College Drive.
Redesignated to "Retail" from "MX1 - Mixed Use District 1": This is a
significant increase in land use density that will increase traffic to and
from this parcel. This change will adversely impact the operation of
the surrounding street network and eliminate the built form transition
from retail to residential. A TIA is required.
The above noted site is currently under review with the Planning and
Development Division and will be tied to a contract zoning, which
addresses the transition to the residential uses. The land uses
proposed for this site will not significantly increase traffic above the
approved mixed-use site. A TIA for the above noted site is currently
underway. In addition, the roadway directly south of the site has been
modified to a collector classification.
Eliminated buffer which is not required behind retail: A municipal
buffer is required. Municipal buffers serve as a means of access
control along arterial and collector roadways and are used at the
discretion of Transportation.
To control access to the site via College Drive in the future, a 0.1 m
buffer will be registered at the time of subdivision.
A municipal buffer is required for all properties along 8th Street East.
Access to properties along 8th Street will be assessed at the time of
rezoning and subdivision.
Lane Reconfiguration: There are no water or sewer concerns;
however, lot line grade adjustments will be required.
Acknowledged.
Added Lane: As a result of the added lane, the imperviousness will be
higher and will increase the per-hectare densities and corresponding
sanitary loadings. Confirmation by an engineer is needed on the
possible impact to the proposed storm and sanitary systems.
Dream Development has discussed the above noted item with the
Transportation and Utilities Department and will work with them to
provide subsequent updates to the storm/sanitary models.
Redesignated to "MX1 - Mixed Use District 1" from "Medium Density
Multi Unit Dwellings" and “Retail”: This change will need to be
checked against the percentage of imperviousness proposed for
Mixed Use 1 and Medium Density Multi Unit Dwellings for impact on
proposed sewer capacities and to confirm if on-site storage with
controlled outflow will be required.
Dream Development will work with Transportation and Utilities to
provide subsequent updates to the storm/sanitary models.
4
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Agency
Transportation Comment
and Utilities
No. 4
Department
Comment
Water, Sewer, No. 5
and Storm
Comment
Comments
No. 6

Response

Comment
No. 7

Response

Comment
No. 8

Response

Transportation Comment
and Utilities
No. 1
Department
Response
Financial
Comment
Recreation
and
Community
Development

Comment
No. 1
Response

Comments and Response (where required)
Expanded park by reducing group townhouse parcels: This will
reduce imperviousness percentages and will not create any water or
sewer concerns.
Street Reconfiguration: There are no water or sewer concerns;
however, this may impact road grades.
Expanded School Sites from 4 acres to 5 acres, each: An increase in
school site areas means increased imperviousness percentages. This
shall be modelled in XPSWMM to see the impact on proposed sewer
capacities and to confirm if on-site storage will be required. The
increase in school parcels (catchments) may have an increase in
equivalent populations and a check of sanitary flow is required.
The increase in the size of the school sites was completed at the
request of the School Boards and the City. Dream Development has
discussed the above noted item with the Transportation and Utilities
Department and will work with them to provide subsequent updates to
the storm/sanitary models.
Redesignated to facilitate new access to College Drive: The proposed
street townhouses will result in increased imperviousness percentages
and density; storm and sanitary flow checks will be required. A check
will also be required if the proposed new access to College Drive will
result in increased flow and will determine if the flow is picked up at
this location by the previously proposed minor system in the
neighbourhood.
Dream Development has discussed the above noted item with the
Transportation and Utilities Department and will work with them to
provide subsequent updates to the storm/sanitary models.
Redesignated to "Retail" from "MX1 - Mixed Use 1"; Eliminated buffer
which is not required behind retail: The proposed change from "Mixed
Use 1" to "Retail" may increase imperviousness percentages. Dream
Development had proposed to drain part of their retail parcel toward
the future interchange at College Drive/McOrmond Drive and will
submit an XPSWMM model showing how this drainage will be
managed. The proposed change may impact sanitary loadings from
this parcel and sanitary flow calculations shall be checked and
confirmed by the proponent. The densities used by Stantec are as
follows: Retail - 160 ppl/ha; and Mixed Use 1 - 96.4 ppl/ha.
Dream Development has discussed the above noted item with the
Transportation and Utilities Department and will work with them to
provide subsequent updates to the storm/sanitary models.
The proposed new access must align with the College Drive Corridor
and Interchange.
Funding of the new access to College Drive will be consistent with the
Development and Servicing Agreement between the City and Dream
Development.
Clarification is required regarding the allocation of district park in
Brighton and its implications on the rest of the sector.
It was confirmed that the allocation of district park has no effect on the
rest of the sector.
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Attachment 8
Report Considered by City Council on September 28, 2015: College
Drive Classification

College Drive Classification
Recommendation
That the Standing Policy Committee on Transportation recommend to City Council:
That the additional access point from College Drive into the Brighton
neighbourhood be configured as outlined in this report.

Topic and Purpose
The purpose of this report is to outline the transportation access strategy for the
Brighton neighbourhood, including information on whether a grade separation is
required at the Brighton neighbourhood access on College Drive, located between the
Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) overpass and McOrmond Drive. A revised
configuration for the interchange at McOrmond Drive and College Drive, along with a
cost estimate, is included.
Report Highlights
1.
The Administration uses forecasted population horizons of 400,000 and 500,000
to design future infrastructure needs. Individual intersection operation is
evaluated in terms of the Level of Service (LOS) and volume to capacity for the
operations of an intersection.
2.
The proposed at-grade intersection on College Drive will provide an important
connection to the Brighton neighbourhood now and in the future, without the
need for a grade separation.
3.
Traffic signal control technology is used to maximize the efficiency and safety of
signalized intersections.
4.
The configuration of the McOrmond Drive and College Drive interchange has
been revised to provide a higher level of service to neighbourhoods north of
College Drive.
5.
A funding plan has been developed for the revised interchange which results in
development paying for 100% of the interchange.
Strategic Goals
This report supports the Strategic Goal of Moving Around by creating “complete
communities” in new neighbourhoods that feature greater connectivity, both internally
and externally. It also supports the long-term goal to develop an integrated
transportation network that is practical and useful for vehicles, transit, bikes and
pedestrians.
Background
Access to the Holmwood Sector is limited by the CPR line that runs the length of the
southwest sector boundary and the future perimeter highway alignment which currently
bounds the east and southeast edge of the sector. The approved Holmwood Sector
Plan specifies seven access/egress locations for Holmwood which is estimated, at full
ROUTING: Transportation & Utilities Dept. – SPC on Transportation – City Council
September 14, 2015 – File No. TS 6330-1
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build-out, to have a population that exceeds 73,000 people and employ nearly 18,500
people.
Since the Holmwood Sector Plan was developed, the City adopted a Strategic Plan and
initiated the Growing Forward! Shaping Saskatoon project. Both of these initiatives and
the Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 8769 promote a high degree of connectivity
within and between neighbourhoods.
City Council at its meeting held on March 23, 2015, approved a report from the General
Manager, Transportation & Utilities Department to change the classification of College
Drive, between the CPR tracks and the city limits, to Urban Expressway in order to
improve connectivity into the Holmwood Sector and resolved, in part:
“3.
That, before the intersection goes forward with respect to the
additional access point into the Brighton neighbourhood, the matter
be referred to the Standing Policy Committee on Transportation to
look at whether a grade separation is required.”
City Council, at its meeting held on June 22, 2015, approved a report from the Chief
Financial Officer/General Manager of Asset and Financial Management which outlined
the funding plans for interchanges at Highway 16/Boychuk Drive and McOrmond
Drive/College Drive. Council resolved, in part:
“3.
That the funding strategy for the interchange at McOrmond Drive
and College Drive be approved in principle and details brought
forward once negotiations with Dream Developments have been
completed.”
Report
Transportation Planning Approach
Transportation planning work is ongoing for the segment of College Drive between the
CPR overpass and Zimmerman Road. This work is being completed in conjunction with
the Owner’s Engineer work on the McOrmond Drive interchange and the developer’s
work planning the Brighton neighbourhood including the remainder of the Holmwood
Sector. Traffic forecasts based on population and employment projections have been
generated for future city populations of 400,000 and 500,000, which are being used to
design infrastructure to accommodate future needs. Opportunities to stage future needs
are also considered.
The transportation access strategy for the Brighton neighbourhood includes an
additional access point along College Drive, construction of an interchange at
McOrmond Drive and College Drive, and extension of 8th Street East as a six-lane
Arterial roadway, including the construction of an overpass across the CPR tracks. A
high level of connectivity is also planned within the Holmwood Sector.
Intersection Analysis Results
Transportation engineering practice measures the capacity of an intersection in terms of
LOS, and volume to capacity (v/c ratio). The LOS is based on average delay to a driver,
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the longer a driver has to wait, the poorer the LOS. LOS can be expressed for either the
entire intersection, or an individual movement.
The v/c ratio is a mathematical equation with the ‘volume’ representing either actual or
forecasted traffic volumes, and the ‘capacity’ representing a hard number based on the
width of lane, speed of the road, grade of the road, etc. The v/c ratio is expressed for an
individual movement only, and a value of 1.0 represents ‘at capacity’ and, although
other considerations must be considered before recommendations are generated, it
does provide an excellent method to measure the operations of an intersection.
An evaluation of the projected traffic volume at the Brighton neighbourhood access
point along College Drive has been completed. The table below shows the projected
operations at three different planning horizons:
Intersection: Brighton
Access / College Drive
Opening Day
400k Scenario
500k Scenario
1
2

1

LOS
A
B
C

Weekday Peak Hour
AM
PM
2
v/c ratio
LOS
v/c ratio
0.80
B
0.95
0.86
B
0.75
0.95
B
0.97

The LOS shown represents the entire intersection
The v/c ratio shown is for the movement at the highest capacity

The intersection into the Brighton neighbourhood will provide an eastbound right-turn
and in the future, will require a northbound left-turn. The intersection may also be used
to provide access during construction of the interchange at McOrmond Drive. The
intersection will be designed to maintain free flow westbound traffic as shown in
Attachment 1. When the northbound left-turn out of Brighton is put into operation in the
future, eastbound traffic on College Drive will be subject to a new traffic signal which will
enable the left-turn out of Brighton. Peak eastbound traffic occurs in the PM, while the
peak left-turn traffic out of Brighton will occur in the AM.
Based on the projected traffic demands, an at-grade intersection will operate adequately
and a grade separation is not warranted.
Intersection Control Technology
The current approach to signal timings, which adheres to accepted traffic engineering
practices, includes designing traffic signal timings based on existing traffic volumes.
Intersection traffic counts are conducted, and traffic engineering software is used to
determine the appropriate signal timings for a specific location. Weekday peak hour
traffic volumes vary slightly from day to day, but typically not enough to warrant specific
timing settings for different week days. However, it is common practice to change signal
timing plans throughout the day (AM, PM, and off-peak times) and on weekends as the
peak hours’ shift. Real-time vehicle sensors that advise and guide signal timing plans is
an existing technology, and the City commonly uses this technology to activate the
left-turn arrows and green light on side streets. As an example, vehicle detectors on the
minor street will input a call for minimum green time and subsequently extend the green
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interval for additional vehicles. As soon as traffic on the minor street clears, the signal
reverts back to green on the major street. The objective is to minimize the interruption of
traffic on the major street while providing adequate service to the minor street. All
signals outside the downtown core, including all the intersections on College Drive,
operate on this principle.
As development progresses, the Administration will continue to monitor and implement
traffic signal control technology where appropriate, with a goal of maximizing the
westbound and eastbound traffic flow on College Drive.
Interchange Configuration
As the design of the Holmwood Sector progresses, more detailed information of the
traffic demands has become available to update the projected operation of the
interchange at McOrmond Drive and College Drive. As a result, a modification to the
previously approved configuration is being recommended. The revised configuration
includes a free flow loop in the south east quadrant as shown in Attachment 2. This loop
provides a superior connection for vehicles traveling eastbound, who wish to access
McOrmond Drive north of College Drive.
Funding Plan
The original phasing of the transportation infrastructure for the Holmwood Sector was to
construct an overpass across the CPR tracks on 8th Street, followed by construction of
an interchange at McOrmond Drive and College Drive. Given the growth in the
University Heights Sector, the need for an interchange at McOrmond Drive and College
Drive has become a priority, resulting in a change in strategy, with the McOrmond Drive
interchange now proceeding before the CPR overpass.
The estimated cost of the revised interchange at McOrmond Drive and College Drive is
$52.5 Million. The original funding plan, as outlined in the neighbourhood concept plan,
included contributions from the developers of Brighton and the Holmwood Surburban
Centre, the Interchange Levy, leaving the City responsible for contributing up to 22% of
the cost of the interchange. The Administration has negotiated a revised funding plan
which eliminates the City’s direct contribution, funding the interchange completely from
development. The revised funding plan is outlined below:
x
x
x
x

23.73% Brighton Developers
16.78% west portion of Holmwood Suburban Centre Developers
30.39% remaining Holmwood Sector Developers
29.1% Interchange Levy

Dream Asset Management Corporation (Dream), which represents 60% of the lands
within the Brighton development and 100% of the western portion of the Suburban
Centre will pay the City 31.01% of the costs of the interchange ($16.28 Million) upon
construction of the interchange, up to a maximum of $17.91 Million. If the costs of the
interchange exceed $57.75 Million once tendered, the remaining portion of the
Suburban Centre will be responsible for the excess costs, up to 40.5% of the total cost
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of the interchange. In addition, Dream will also pay the City their portion of the costs of
the CPR overpass ($5.46 Million), to be used for construction of the McOrmond Drive
and College Drive interchange. This arrangement will result in a minimum of
$21.74 Million of the $52.5 Million interchange cost available from the developers upon
construction. Since the remaining costs are funded through levies from future
development, the City will borrow funds to provide the necessary cash flow, to be repaid
as development in the sector progresses.
Options to the Recommendation
Should City Council wish to ensure flexibility in constructing an interchange at this
intersection in the future, both the Brighton neighbourhood and McOrmond Drive
interchange will need to be re-designed. The Administration does not recommend this
option since the projected traffic volumes at the 500k population indicate that the
intersection will operate sufficiently. The impacts of pursuing this option are as follows:
x
The grade required for the structure would extend further into the Brighton
neighbourhood than the first intersection triggering the re-design of at least two
crescents inside the neighbourhood;
x
The development of ramps and side-slopes would have private property impacts
in the Arbor Creek neighbourhood;
x
The grade of the interchange would be above the existing berms and walls
increasing the traffic noise in the Arbor Creek neighbourhood;
x
The eastbound and westbound McOrmond Drive interchange ramps would not
be adequately separated from the proposed ramps to function acceptably, this
could be mitigated by introducing a collector-distributor configuration along
College Drive for the McOrmond Drive and Brighton neighbourhood
interchanges, increasing costs;
x
Implementing a collector-distributor configuration would delay the delivery of the
McOrmond Drive interchange while the segment of College Drive from the CPR
overpass to Zimmerman Road is re-planned and designed, increasing costs; and
x
The westbound ramp from an interchange at this location would terminate on the
upslope of the CPR rail overpass triggering significant upgrades to that overpass
and embankment, increasing costs.
Constructing an interchange would have significant financial implications with limited
benefits to traffic flows compared to the operation of an at-grade intersection.
A partial interchange may cost upwards of $30 Million given the physical constraints at
this location.
Public and/or Stakeholder Involvement
In 2013, the functional plan for the College Drive and McOrmond Drive interchange was
presented at a public open house. The feedback at that time focused on the desire to
expedite the construction of the interchange and the desire to retain a free flow
movement for southbound traffic. No information related to the re-classification of
College Drive was presented at that time. Additional stakeholder and public involvement
would occur as a result of the Holmwood Sector Plan and Brighton Neighbourhood
Concept Plan amendment process.
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Communication Plan
Information regarding the McOrmond Drive interchange will be made available on the
City’s website. As that project progresses, specific information, including any
construction or traffic flow impacts, will be shared via the City’s Daily Road Report, the
City Service Alerts (saskatoon.ca/service-alerts), the online construction map
(saskatoon.ca/constructionmap) and through advertisements and public service
announcements as appropriate.
Financial Implications
The estimated cost of the McOrmond Drive and College Drive interchange is $52.5
Million and will be fully funded by development. However, due to the timing of the
collection of development levies based on lot sales and the corresponding developer
contributions to the project, borrowing will be required to provide the necessary cash
flow to complete the project and repaid using the future developer contributions.
Other Considerations/Implications
There are no policy, environmental, privacy, or CPTED considerations or implications.
Due Date for Follow-up and/or Project Completion
The amendment to the Holmwood Sector Plan is planned for mid-2016. The timing of
construction of the McOmrond Drive and College Drive interchange is dependent on
approval of senior government funding for the interchange at Boychuk Drive and
Highway 16, as the two projects will be combined into one contract. If funding approval
is obtained by the end of 2015, procurement will begin in early 2016, with contract
award by fall 2016. The two interchanges will be operational in 2018.
Public Notice
Public Notice pursuant to Section 3 of Policy No. C01-021, Public Notice Policy, is not
required.
Attachments
1.
Brighton Intersection Concept Geometrics
2.
McOrmond Drive and College Drive Interchange Configuration
Report Approval
Written by:
Reviewed by:
Approved by:

Jay Magus, Engineering Manager, Transportation
Angela Gardiner, Director, Transportation
Jeff Jorgenson, General Manager, Transportation & Utilities
Department
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McOrmond Drive

McOrmond Drive and College Drive Interchange Configuration
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Land Use Applications Received for the Period
December 16, 2015, to January 20, 2016
Recommendation
That the information be received.
Topic and Purpose
The purpose of this report is to provide detailed information on land use applications
received by the Community Services Department for the period December 16, 2015, to
January 20, 2016.
Report
Each month, land use applications are received and processed by the Community
Services Department; see Attachment 1 for a detailed description of these applications.
Public Notice
Public notice, pursuant to Section 3 of Public Notice Policy No. C01-02, is not required.
Attachment
1.
Land Use Applications
Report Approval
Reviewed by:
Approved by:

Alan Wallace, Director of Planning and Development
Randy Grauer, General Manager, Community Services Department

S/Reports/2016/PD/Land Use Apps/PDCS – Land Use Apps – Feb 8, 2016/ks

ROUTING: Community Services Dept. – SPC on PDCS
February 8, 2016 – Files: CK 4000-5; PL 4350-1, PL 4132, PL 4355-D, PL 4350, and PL 4300
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